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WHAT IS EASEL ART SPACE?
Easel Art Space is situated in Newcastle’s iconic industrial and social
centre at the Old Newcastle Station, built in 1858 and operational as the
Hub of Newcastle industrial and social enterprise until 2015.
We arrived here just 4 months ago.
The Art Space that has been created is a blend of gallery and workshop
space enveloped by the architecturally significant beauty of one of the
oldest stations in Australia and indeed, the World.

Such a positive history with so
many stories and connections . . .
read Upon being Back at
Newcastle Station. Through our
curated artistic program, Easel Art
Space aims to engage our
audience with regular exhibitions
showcasing a diverse range of
local and national artists . . .

Our program provides
opportunities for contemporary
art exhibitions, installations and
performances, artistic talks,
workshops, bespoke events
and a variety of activities
intended to connect the arts
with the public.

WELCOME
Welcome to the first issue of Easel Art Space’s Newsletter! Easel Art Space is very excited to launch this
newsletter which will inform and inspire you on a fortnightly basis with all things art.
At Easel Art Space we have taken the liberty of signing you up for this newsletter because of our previous
connection. If you would like to unsubscribe, it is very easy to do at any time - click this link to unsubscribe If you would prefer our newsletter arrives to an alternate email, just send us a request.

WORKSHOPS
We have been holding a series of workshops by well-known artists Rod Bathgate, Stephie Clark and
Marea Kozaczynski-McCaig. We are looking forward hosting workshops by
•

Stephie Clark,

•

Amanda Donohue,

•

Kay McFarlane Smith,

•

Ebony Hyde,

•

Joerg Lehmann,

•

Karen Bloomfiledd.

All workshops can be booked online by clicking on each artist’s name and the link will take you
direct to their workshop’s booking page or ring us on 0422 501 883.

EXHIBITIONS
Our gallery manager Jo Chisholm Ray brings her wealth of curatorial experience from Cstudios Art
Gallery to bear in our new gallery space at Easel Art Space. We run our Exhibition Program on a 2
week turn around. Showcasing the talent of local artists in Solo, Joint and Group Exhibitions by
proposal or by invitation.
Opening in late March we have had three Exhibitions to date
•

Future Recollections - A Group Show of artists who have shown regularly at Cstudios

•

Natural History Illustrators - A Group Show

•

Nature’s Children - Sarah Duncan’s First Solo Exhibition

Our upcoming Exhibition is Port of Call – A Joint Exhibition showcasing the work of Award- Winning
Marine Artists Robert W. Carter OAM, FASMA, FISMP and Gwendolin Lewis B. Fine Arts, ASMA

EXPERIENCES
From time to time, we have demonstrations by some of the talented artists who show with Easel.
Recently we have had the pleasure of observing Ebony Bennett, Ebony Hyde and Stephie Clark
sharing their skills and knowledge.
Twilight Time Drinks on a Friday evening is another experience we have been developing.
We serve a selection of Gaia gins, vodkas, wine and beer in conjunction with Murray’s Brewery
between 5 and 7pm. Snacks provided. Join us on your way home or way out on Fridays.
“Come down to the Station and say hello, enjoy the architecture, the Harbour, the experience
and of our Fine Art” - Jo Chisholm Ray, Gail Miller, Peter J Cornish and John Ray
CONTACT EASEL TODAY: 0422 501 883 - 110 SCOTT ST NEWCASTLE EAST
admin@easel-art-space.com - www.easel-art-space.com

